Given r ≥ n quasi-homogeneous polynomials in n variables, the existence of a certain duality is shown and explicited in terms of generalized Morley forms. This result, that can be seen as a generalization of [3, corollary 3.6.1.4] (where this duality is proved in the case r = n), was observed by the author at the same time. We will actually closely follow the proof of (loc. cit.) in this paper.
Notations
Let k be a non-zero unitary commutative ring. Suppose given an integer n ≥ 1, a sequence (m 1 , . . . , m n ) of positive integers and consider the polynomial kalgebra C := k[X 1 , . . . , X n ] which is graded by setting deg(X i ) := m i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and deg(u) = 0 for all u ∈ k.
(1)
We will suppose moreover given an integer r ≥ n, a sequence (d 1 , . . . , d r ) of positive integers and, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, a (quasi-)homogeneous polynomial of degree d i f i (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := α1,...,αn≥0
In the sequel, we denote by I the ideal of C generated by the polynomials f 1 , . . . , f r , by m the ideal of C generated by the variables X 1 , . . . , X n and by B the quotient C/I. We also set δ :=
The transgression map
Consider the Koszul complex K • (f 1 , . . . , f r ; C), which is a Z-graded complex of C-modules, associated to the sequence (f 1 , . . . , f r ) of elements in C. It is of the
where, more precisely,
. It gives rise to two classical spectral sequences
. Then, the second spectral sequence gives a transgression map, for all p ∈ {0, . . . , r − n},
In particular, taking p = r − n and using the equality
we get the transgression map
(note that we now use the more usual homological notation for the Koszul complex:
which is particularly interesting because of the Proposition 1 If depth I (C) = n then τ is an isomorphism.
Proof. If depth I (C) = n then H i (K • ) = 0 for all i > r − n, and then the comparison of the two spectral sequences above shows immediately that τ is an isomorphism.
Remark 2 Observe that depth I (C) = n if and only if depth I (C) ≥ n since I ⊂ m and depth m (C) = n.
We will denote, for all ν ∈ Z, by τ ν the homogeneous component of degree ν of τ . Recall that, for all ν ∈ Z we have a canonical perfect pairing between free k-modules of finite type
It follows that
(ˇstands for the dual over k) which allows to identify τ ν with the k-modules morphismτ
Observe that the direct sum ν∈ZB δ−ν has a natural structure of B-module and so the k-linear map
is a morphism of graded B-modules. It is clear thatτ is an isomorphism if τ is itself an isomorphism, and for instance if depth I (C) ≥ n by proposition 1. In the rest of this note we will give an explicit description of the mapτ in this case.
Generalized Morley forms
Introducing new indeterminates Y 1 , . . . , Y n , we identify the ring C ⊗ k C with the polynomial ring k[X, Y ] (we shortcut sequences: for instance X stands for the sequence (X 1 , . . . , X n )) which is canonically graded via the tensor product:
In C ⊗ k C, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r} we choose a decomposition
Let e 1 , . . . , e r be the canonical basis of
. . , r} and consider
where S r denotes the set of all the permutations of r elements and ǫ(σ) the signature of such a permutation σ ∈ S r .
Lemma 3 ([1, 2.14.2])
The element ∆ is a cycle of the Koszul complex associated to the sequence (
We denote by ∆ ♭ the class of ∆ in the homology group
Note that, as a consequence of the so-called Wiebe lemma (see for instance [2, 3.8.1.7]), ∆ ♭ does not depend on the choice of the decompositions (4) since the sequence
Proof. First, it is clear that for all i = 1, . . . , n we have (X i − Y i )∆ ♭ = 0. Indeed, each determinant fitting in the definition of ∆ becomes an element of the ideal generated by the polynomials f j (X) − f j (Y ), j = 1, . . . , r, after multiplication by (X i − Y i ). The proof then follows from the equality
where each term in the above sum is divisible by at least one of the elements
(note that 1⊗ k f i = 0 in C⊗ k B for all i = 1, . . . , r) which sends ∆ ♭ to an element, that we will denote ∇, of degree δ in
Observe that, for all q ∈ Z the C-module
We can thus decompose ∇ with respect to this bi-graduation and we define ∇ = (p,q)∈Z 2 ∇ p,q with
Lemma 5 For all couple (p, q) ∈ Z 2 we have
Proof. This lemma follows from lemma 4; for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} we have the equality (X j ⊗ k 1 − 1 ⊗ k X j )∇ = 0 which gives, by looking at the homogeneous components,
for all (p, q) ∈ Z 2 such that p + q = δ. By successive iterations we obtain
Exactly in the same way we obtain
Finally, let us emphasize that ∇ δ,0 has a simple description. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , r} we choose a decomposition
and similarly to what we did above, we consider
It is, as ∆, a cycle of the Koszul complex K • (f 1 , . . . , f r ; C). We denoteΛ its class in H r−n (K • (f 1 , . . . , f r ; C)) δ , class which is independent, by the Wiebe lemma, of the choice of the decompositions (6) since the sequence (X 1 , . . . , X n ) is regular in C.
Proof. Indeed, ∇ δ,0 is the image of ∇ ♭ via the map
and this shows immediately the claimed equality.
The explicit duality
Suppose given ν ∈ Z and u ∈B δ−ν = Hom
which sends ∇ ν,δ−ν to an element that we will denote ∇ (u) ν,δ−ν . Therefore, to any u ∈B δ−ν we can associate an element in H r−n (f 1 , . . . , f r ; C) ν . Denoting D gr k (B) the graded B-module of graded morphisms from B to k, that is to say
we obtain a map
and we have the
Proposition 7
The map ω is a graded morphism (i.e. of degree 0) of graded B-modules whose image is contained in H 0 m (H r−n (f 1 , . . . , f r ; C)).
Proof. Let us choose a couple (q, ν) ∈ Z 2 and pick up b ∈ B q and u ∈ D gr k (B)(−δ) ν =B δ−ν . To prove the B-linearity of ω we have to prove that ω(bu) = bω(u).
On the one hand, bu ∈B δ−ν−q so ω(bu) ∈ H r−n (f ; C) ν+q is, by definition, the image of ∇ ν+q,δ−ν−q by the map
, which is also the image of
On the other hand, bω(u) is the image of ∇ ν,δ−ν by the map
where c 1 ∈ C is such that c 1 = b in B = C/I. It follows that bω(u) is the image of (b ⊗ k 1)∇ ν,δ−ν by the map
. Now, by lemma 4, we know that (1⊗ k b−b⊗ k 1)∇ = 0 which implies, looking at the homogeneous component of degree (ν + q, δ − ν), that
Finally, we have D gr k (B)(−δ) ν = 0 for all ν > δ so the B-linearity of ω implies that B q Im(ω) = 0 for all sufficiently large integer q, which is equivalent to m p Im(ω) = 0 in H r−n (f ; C) for all sufficiently large integer p.
According to the above proposition 7, and abusing notation, from now on we will assume that ω denotes the map (7) co-restricted to H 0 m (H r−n (f 1 , . . . , f r ; C)). We also define ω ν as the graded component of degree ν of ω:
We are now ready to state the main result of this note.
Theorem 8 If depth
Proof. We will prove thatτ ν = ω ν for all ν ∈ Z. Recall that under the hypothesis depth I (C) ≥ n the map τ , and henceτ , become an isomorphism.
First, since H r−n (f 1 , . . . , f r ; C) is a sub-quotient of
we deduce that H r−n (f 1 , . . . , f r ; C) ν = 0 for all v < 0 (note that the extreme case is obtained when r = n). It follows that ω ν andτ ν are both the zero map if ν < 0.
Since by hypothesis,τ is an isomorphism we deduce that −n (f 1 , . . . , f r ; C)) ν . Since H r−n (f ; C) is a Bmodule, we have, for all ν ∈ Z a canonical k-linear pairing B δ−ν ⊗ k H r−n (f ; C) ν → H r−n (f ; C) δ .
By hypothesis, τ is an isomorphism and therefore we have the commutative diagram
where both vertical arrows are isomorphisms. Now, the top row being a nondegenerated pairing by (3), we deduce that the bottom row is also a non-degenerated pairing and hence thatτ ν = ω ν , as claimed.
Corollary 9 If depth I (C) = n then ω is an isomorphism of B-modules.
